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FactsFacts
Lyon, France, 26 October 2015 – The International

 Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), the cancer 
agency of the World Health Organization, has evaluated the 
carcinogenicity of the consumption of red meat and processed meat. 
Red meat After thoroughly reviewing the accumulated scientific 
literature, a Working Group of 22 experts from 10 countries 
convened by the IARC Monographs Programme classified the 
consumption of red meat as probably carcinogenic to humans 
(Group 2A), based on limited evidence that the consumption of red 
meat causes cancer in humans and strong mechanistic evidence 
supporting a carcinogenic effect. This association was observed 
mainly for colorectal cancer, but associations were also seen for 
pancreatic cancer and prostate cancer. 
Processed meat. Processed meat was classified as carcinogenic to 
humans (Group 1), based on sufficient evidence in humans that the 
consumption of processed meat causes colorectal cancer.



NewsNews

“Is something that is not 
literature, art, religion, music, 
science, interpretation or 
world. But is a specific 
information concerning the 
world, its geography, its 
literature, its religions, its 
sciences, its wars, its culture.”
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Alberto Cavallari (1927-1998)

La fabbrica del presente, Feltrinelli, Milano 1990



““Specific information” Specific information” 

It’s not a warning

It’s not an 
explanation

It’s not a 
communication

It’s a report 
about an 

happening
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WhatWhat do  do wewe do do

We produce images

We suit 
biomedicine events 
to common sense

We choose



We chooseWe choose
What does it make an happening a news?What does it make an happening a news?   
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storytelling

peculiarityconsequences



FramingFraming

Frames guide 
emotions and 
perceptions of 

readers

Mainstream frames 
steer if not 

determine the 
«report about an 

happening»

Framing:  building  
contest frames that 
form the contest for 

interpretation of 
facts

(George Lakoff, 
2006)

Everyone cognitive 
processes derive 

from experiences. 
This takes us to 

reading the world 
according to mental 
models born in our 
experience and life 

The same fact might 
be interpreted and 

read differently



SourcesSources

Scientific 
institutions

Scientist

Social 
network

Scientist 
reloaded

Leading 
journals



Going personal Going personal 

Social networks 
brings the 

«private life» 
into  public 
discourse

Everyone 
opinion counts, 
no matter who 

states it

People read 
single stories as 
facts , no matter 

how 
scientifically 

sound they are

Sharing gains 
the same value 

as scientific 
validation

Dr Google 
prizes who is 

better 
«clicked», and 
whoever sticks 
to mainstream 

frames has 
better clicking



GoalsGoals

Building a storytelling, bound into the world 
rapresentation of readers, able to connect private 

with public

Giving the public opinion the means to integrate 
scientific datas into the public discourse, into social 

trasformations, into laws, into economic 
development 

Integrating scientific truth into social needs in order 
to make it a frame, if not mainstream, at least 

widespread
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